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destroyed by intense inflammation of the anterior chamber,
which was completely filled with a solid cake of lymph. The
lens was hazy, and its fibres presented the usual appearance
seen in cataract at a not very advanced stage. Immediately
under the capsule, both anterior and posterior, and imbedded
in the superficial lens-substance, there was found a layer of
peculiar bo(lies, varying much in form and shape. The pre-
dominant form was splheroidal, btit many were of the most
eccentric shapes. Under the polariser, several of the larger
presented a distinct cross; in the smaller bodies, the cross was
faintly marked, or absent. Tested with tincture of iodine,
they assumed a deep blue colour, grad(ually increasing in in-
tensitv till they became opaque. In making the examination,
every precauition was taken to prevent fallacy.

Cretaceoous degeneration of the crystalline lens, and of its
capsule, is no uincornmmion souirce of the sympathy; and in the
numbers of the l31edical Times above quoted are manv ex-
amples from my practice. Osseous degeneration of these
parts alvays pro(luces the same effects. With suclh complete
disorganisation of one portion of the eye, the rest of the
interior is always spoiled, and vision lost. The altered lens
and its covering are generally adlerent to the iris. I have
traced disturbance to have commenced from its becoming
loose. At thle end of the chapter, I shall further notice these
and allied changes of otlher tissues, any of which may, I sus-
pect, set up irritation.
No general treatment, no local application, no dietary sys-

tem, is of avail in checking utnequivocal sympatlhetic ophthalm-
itis. Nothing of the kindt can be depended on; and, while I
thus speak from my own obgervation, I endorse the statement
of all trustworth,y observers. The affection can be stopped, or
subdued, only by surrical treatmenit. A portion of the eyeball
must be removed, vhereby the products which have been
generated and have set up the irritation, or the cretaceous or
ossified tissue wlichl has acted as a foreigni body, may be got
rid of; or extirpation resorted to. When practised early, it
works wvonders. It adopted before the sympathetic action has
induced palpable structural changes, it will be all effectual.
At later stages, it may arrest proaress, and stay the destruc-
tion. Even when the pupil lhas become adherent to the cap-
sule of the lens, and the iris dull, I have seen the check. I
have taken notes of so many of these cases, that I have ceased
to record them.

I proved many years ago (and I think that I revived Mr.
Barton's practice, which, so far as I can learn, had niever been
generally carried out in London by anv one) that removing a
portion of the eyeball will generally suffice, as it is frequentlv
in the anterior of the eye that the centre of the morbid action
is seated. The intensity of it is more common near the point
of injury, and this is mostly in the front of the organ. I have
over and over fouind the vitreous humour lhealtly; this portion
of the eve, therefore, not being spoiled. With the reduction of
the eyAeball only, the deformity is very much less, and the case
is be-tter fitted for an artificial eye ; and, in the early years of
life, the destined growth of the orbit is less interfered with.
When tle entire eyeball is disorganised, the posterior as well
as the anterior, especially when there is staphyloina acle-
rotice, or gerneral enlargement, extirpation is the course to be
adopted.

I perform the lesser operation, that of reducing the eye-
"abscission"-in this way. The eyelids being retracted, I
transfix the cornea, or the staplyloma cornea, as it may be,
with a cataract-needle, or the curette; and cut it off close to the
sclerotica with a small scalpel, gently and rapidly. When I
think it requisite, I make the amputation a little behind the
cornea; and tlhenI the iris, or whatever remains of it, is excised.
Shoild the lens be present, whether opaque or not, I remove
it. If I find the vitreous hulmour healthy, I try to prevent its
escape by gentle manipulation and rapid closure of the eye-
lids; and sometimes none of it is lost. What shouild follow is
very important. There is no more necessary step in the whole
proceeding, and wvithout it there may be copious bleeding and
suppuration in the stuimp. I place a roll of cotton wool, or
what is next best, a pledget of lint, quickly on the closed eye-
lid; maintain it with a bandage, and keep it there for two or
three days; and afterwvards apply straps of plaister. Healing is
effected by the cicatrising of the cut surface, and its rapidity
depends on the healtlhiness of the vitreous humour. It is not
unusual to find the parts sealed up in a week.
The more the eye is diseased, the quicker and the Trore

copious is the bleeding. It is this tendency to heniorrhage
that has induced some surgeons to speak disparagingly of the
procedure; but if it be adapted to the proper cases, I am sure

that patients will be the gainers, greater benefits will be con-
ferred-tbe object and end of all surgery. When the bleeding
is from the vessels in front of the eye that have been cut
through in the operation, it can easily be restrained, and is
never of any consequence. When it is internal, it may for the,
most part be stopped by the compress. I have long been con-
vinced that the source of this internal or initraocular haemor-
rhaae is not the central artery of the retina, as generally sup-
posed, but the choroid; and my opinion has been publicly
stated for years. More extended observation has strengthened
my views. There is always a previous escape of the lunhealthy
vitreous humouir, and the removal of pressure or support from
the diseased choroidal vessels causes rupture of them. I have
seen the whole of the vitreous humouir thrust out by clots, the
retina hanging in shreds in the wound.
Perhaps in some cases, by the removal of the front of the

eye, so much support is taken from the diseased choroid, that
the bleeding forces out the vitreous humour. Much internal
lhwemorrhage ends in total collapse of the eye, and necessarily
the process of recovery is retarded.

"Extirpation" of the eyeball within the ocular sheath is
what would be called a more brilliant proceeding than " abscis-
sion"; and there can be no doubt that, although the operation,
so far as the practical surgery is concerned, is more prolonged
and severe, the recovery may be more rapid, and the general
effect perhaps less. Yet I am quite sure that, if the patient's
ultimate welfare be considered, its adoption should be the rare
exception. Even a button of collapsed tissues is far better
than not any, and a slightly reduced eyeball is vastly superior
to an empty orbit; and I think it better that these should be
secured, if it be even at the expense of longer tinme. But will
the " abscission" confer advantages equally lasting with " ex-
tirpation"? is a question likely to arise in the mind of the
practical man. Answering from my own experience, I say,
Yes. In no case in which I have selected it as the proper
operation have I been disappointed. Were I to write pages, I
could not express more. I will just mention here, in con-
nexion with hemorrhage, that I have seen smart bleeding
from the ophthalmic artery after " extirpation", requiring firm
compress to stop it.

" Sympathetic opbthalmitis" might be spread out to a great
length, and extensive details given; buit I think that I have
said enough to guide the student, and to develope inquiry.,
There are yet many points about which I am seeking informa.
tion, among which I am searching after the conditions that
the ophthalmoscope may reveal to us in the early stages of it.

ON THE ACTION OF MERCURY UPON
THE LIVER.

By THOMAS INMAN, M.D.Lond., Physician to the Liverpool
Royal Infirmary.

CIRCUM1STANCES have induced me lately to investig,ate the action
of mercury upon the liver; and as the inquiry has led me to
important results, I think it right to communicate them to
others.

So far as I can learn, it is an almost universal belief, both
amongst doctors and patients, that mercury has a special in-
fluence in increasing the secretion of bile; and when this idea
is put into definite words, the formulas run thus: all mereu-
rials act on the liver; blue pill stimulates it; a small dose of
calomel irritates it; a large dose "'emulges"it; while grey
powder corrects its secretion. Acting on this belief, mercury
is used in every formi of hepatic disease. One patient with too
much bile takes calomel to carry it off; another with too little
takes blue pill that he may carry off the proper amount. Too
big a liver is treated with mercury to reduce its size; and too
small an one (as in cirrhosis) is treated with the same drug,
that its bulk may be increased; and if the bile goes the wrong
way, and reaches the skin or the stomach instead of the bowels,
mercury is given to bring it back. To challenge such belief, is
certain to draw down upon the inquirer the title of visionary
theorist; yet the name will be undeserved, for those only are
theorists who ignore opposing facts, and they are essentially
the practical men who rigidly seek after truth, and refuse
credence to insufficient evidence.

Let us, in the first place, examine the grounds for the
812
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general belief we have adverted to. They seem to be the
following:-

1. Universal belief, and the assertions of learned physicians.
2. When a man feels bilious a dose of blue pill relieves him.
3. Calomel and blue pill purge a man, and under those cir-

cumstances an unusual quantity of bile is supposed to
be found in his stools.

4. Calomel in children produces green stools, and these
clearly are vitiated bile.

5. Clayey stools are undoubted evidence of an absence of
bile in them. When a man who passes clayey stools
takes a dose of blue pill his stools become brown again.

6. Opium produces clayey stools when given alone; but if
given with calomel, this effect does not ensue.

7. That calomel is and has been largely used and highly
eulogised by physicians in the hepatic diseases common
in hot climates.

Ere we state the evidence on the other side, we must dispose
of these statements.

1. Universal belief and general assertion is no solid founda-
tion on wbich to build a theory and establish or disprove a
fact. At one time there was not a single human being who did
not believe that the sun travelled round the world every day;
and there were vast multitudes who considered the fact proved
by the assertion of the sacred writers. Now, on the contrary,
all who entertain the ancient notions, and assert that the Bible
teaches astronomy, are looked upon with feelings akin to pity.
IHuman beings are as liable to err now as ever, and our age is
not immaculate.

2. That blue pill relieves biliousness, is no proof of the action
of mercurials on the liver: first, because there is no evidence
that the sensation to which that term has been applied, depends
in any way upon the bile, the liver, or the increase or decrease
of the hepatic secretion; secondly, we deny that blue pill alone
gives more comfort under the circumstances than any other
purgative; but, granting that it is so, this is not proof that the
drug acts beneficially on the liver; thirdly, there is direct evi-
dence, which we shall adduce by and bye, that blue pill, calo-
mel, etc., has not the action it is presumed to have.

3. The third point is one of considerable interest. There
can be no doubt that calomel produces purging; and, for the
sake of argument, we will assume that more fluid bile is found
in the stools; but is that a proof that the calomel acted on the
liver? By no means. Calomel appears to have a locally irri-
tating or stimulatinc effect; for we have it frequently applied
to the eye in various diseases, much as we uise blackwash to
a venereal sore. We may well, therefore, believe that it may
irritate the stomach and bowels; but we are at a loss to see
how the drug is to work its way backwards through the gall.
ducts from the bowels, and so to reach the liver and stimulate
it. If the answer to this be-That the drug is absorbed by
the portal circulation, and thus reaches the liver, the reply is,
by asking, How? seeing that the drug is insoluble, and cannot
easily get into the portal circulation at all? The usual theo.
retic and very flippant answer to this is-That the chloride is
converted into, the bichloride in the stomach or bowels, and
that this, being soluble, may enter the veins. But this reply is
manifestly absurd, for if the conversion spoken of should ensue,
the amount of calomel would be quite sufficient to poison the
patient; and if the effects are dependent on such a change,
how absurd and unphilosophical is it not to give the bichloride at
once in a definite dose. This is not done, it is said, because
corrosive sublimate does not affect the liver as calomel does.
What, then, becomes of the conversion theory? and what be-
comes of the assertion, that the calomel reaches the liver, and
irritates it ?

But it is asserted, that the motions passed after the use of
the mercurial, contain more bile than usual. What is the proof
of this? I have sought in vain for analyses of calomel stools;
or, indeed, any definite observations on the amount of material
excreted. Before we can allow the correctness of the state-
ment, we must know, first, what the liver naturally secretes;
secondly, how much of this goes with the chyme into the blood;
thirdly, how much passes away as excrement; fourthly, how
much bile is formed after calomel has been taken, and how
much passes into the blood, and how much into the stools.
We may find that calomel prevents any bile from passing into

the blood with the chyme, and diverts it all into the stools; if
so, there may be more bile in them, though the liver positively
secretes less than usual.

Dr. Scott's experiments distinctly show that calomel, while it
purges, does positively diminish the hepatic secretion; and a
moment's thought convinces us that it should be so. Increased

secretion requires an increase of material, from which the secre-
tion can be formed; for the liver, the supply comes through
the portal veins. These bring blood from the mesenteric
capillaries ; and these again during purging are constantly
having the amount of blood in them reduced by the secretion
from the bowel; consequently, the supply of blood in the portal
vein mnust be materially diminishled by purging, and sound
sense prevents us from believing that the liver can answer an
increased demand on a deficient supply.

It is clear, then, that purging, even if bilious material should
be present, is not proof of increased secretion from the liver.
The following consideration seems to demornstrate this.
The amount of bile secreted by a man weighing one hundred

and sixty pounds, has been estimated at sixty-six ounces per
day (see Beale's Archsives of Medicine, part iiI, page 214), or
about four pounds avoirdupois. The amount of feculent matter
passed by the same individual, if solid, will be about a pound.
Three pounds, therefore, of the bile have been removed, either
as water or as an ingredient in the chyle.

Give to such an one a dose of calomel, and supposing it
purges him, he will not pass more than four pounds of feculent
matter; and what is this but the ordinary solid stool diluted.
In such a case, more bile appears to be present, simply because
its watery part has not been removed. But a purgative in-
creases the intestinal mucus; consequently, there will be in
every loose stool an unusual quantity of a serous fluid and
mucous epithelium, and this will dilute the bile more laigely.
Judging from such observations as I have been able to

make, a simple calomel pmuge removes about two pounds of
feculent matter; and a purge of jalap, scammony, or croton oil,
removes about the same under ordinary circumustances.
The necessary irnference from this is that, after the use of

calomel-and the same remarks apply to blue pill-there is
evidence of deficiency of bile, and that the fluid motions do not
represent as much solid biliary matter as would a healthy
motion diluted with three times its weiglht in water.

This consideration I do not remember to have seen referred
to, yet it must always modify the conclusions we might other.
wise draw, if we considered quasttity in the stools rather than
quality.

3. The amount of weight to be given to the evidence of
calomel producing green stools in children, is infinitely small.
The statement, indeed, must be considered as utterly worthless
to demonstrate the action of miiercury on the liver; for my
friend Dr. Petrie, of this town, informed me sometime ago, that
he had examined the bodies of many children who had died
while taking calomiel, and after passing the clharacteristic green
stools. He found on all occasions that the liver and gall.
bladder were in a natural condition; that there was no green
colour in the upper part of the bowels; that it was faint at
first, aild gradually deepened towards the rectum; and that on
scraping off the secretion, it was evidently a production of the
mucous membrane of the bowels, and not of the liver at all.
But why, it is asked, does the calomel produce it? We know

not; but when we remember that bad food, poor milk, teething,
and a variety of other causes, will produce green diarrheea in
infants, we may fancy that the stools in question are akin
to these, and that what will explain the one will equally ex-
plain the other.

5. The fifth and sixth statements may be taken together;
they are entirely based upon the significance of clayey, pasty,
yeasty, or whitish stools; and the effect mercurials have in
changing their colour. It is assumed that these stools can
contain little if any bile; but if we examine this assumption
closely, we find that it resolves itself into this, that the motions
in question contain none of the colouring matter of the bile.
If, then, we assert that the stools contain the usual amount
or even an excess of cholesterine and bile-acids, though
they do not contain the colouring matter, and there is
nothing to disprove this, the value of this evidence is reduced
to this, viz., that mercurials promote the secretion of coloured
bile.*

* If we turn to Carpenter's Physiology (thir4 edition, page 455), we find at
the latter part of his descriptiou of the ingredibnts of the bile, the following
statements. "rhe proportion of cholesterine in healthy bile appears to be
very small; but in many disordered states, this component is present in
much larger amount. The colouring matter of the bile is a substance die.
tinct from the preceding: that of the ox and other graminivorous animals,
appears to be identical, or nearly so, with the chlorophyll of the leaves on
which they feed; but that of the human bile seems to possess different pro-
perties, anid to be derived from the proper conistituents of the blood."
For some very interesting statements respecting the colouring matter of

the bile, and its apparent independence of the rest of the secretion, gee
Frerichs On Disease of the Liver. (New Sydenham Society's translation
pp. 89-90, 94-5-6, and notes.)
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If we examine into this part of the su'tbject closeiv, we shall
find much food for thouglht. We note-1. That people living
uipon bread and milk pass motions free from colour, and this
for so long a period that we must either believe that the liver
for tlhem is useless, that milk-food produces a colourless bile,
or, at any rate, that a colourless bile may be formed by the
liver.

Now, as milk contains a considerable quantity of oil, and as

fat bacon is supposed to have something to do with neutral-
ising bile, witlhout at the same time producing wlhite stools, wve

inust either give up our idea of the effects of fatty food on the
colour of the stools, or modify it very materially. As milk
givers to an infant is attended with bright yellow motions, and,
-when given to an adult, is attended with white ones, may we

not fairly surmiise that the quality of the bile is not the same
in thle two; always assuming that the liver acts as a secreting
organ, wlhether people live on milk or otlher foods? This fact,
at any rate, is certain, that if the liver acts at all in a man

living on bread and milk, it prodtuces a bile which does not
give the stools a brown, green, or aellow colour. As all experi-
men-ts show that no internal organ can be completely dispensed
witlh, anid healtlh be retained, anid as the history of aclholia
show s that the liver iS no exception to this, we must conclude
that the liver does act in mnilk-eating people.

It, tlhen, it be onice accepted as a iellable fact, that the liver
may secrete a colouriless bile, wlhat becomes of the argument
-whicli assumes that the colour of the stools is an evidence of
the amiiount of bile they containi? And if it be allowed
that noilk-eating people conserve their healtlh, it cannot be
arlgriiCd tllat pale stools are necessalily a proof of hepatic
disease ?
That pale stools generally attend jauindice, there is no doubt.

That jaundice is cominonily attended with deeply coloured
urinie, is equally certain. Frerichs tells us that, in sucl urine,
bile-solids and( bile-acids cannot be found, but bile-colour can
be. (P'. 9Il, note.)
We may assume, tlhen, that in jaundice it is possible the

colourless parts of the hile go into the intestines, wlhile the
colouired parts pass into the blood, etc.
The assumption that mercurials restore the healthy colour

of the motions, is one open to much doubt. That they seem
to do so in sonme instances, I cannot deny. But I assert-1.
'fhat I have uised mercurials w^ithout the healthy tinge return.
ing. 2. Th'at I have used no medicine, and the colour has
been restored. :1. That for one case in wlhich " mercury
corrects the secretionls", there are six in which it does not.
Still farther, tlat, as the common direction given by authors,
and the practice followed by doctors, is to persevere with the
mercuriy thtil the desired change is effected, there is reason to
believe tlat, whlien the mercury does really seem to act, the
change illost be regarded as a concomitant, and not a conse-

quence, of the mnedicine.
Tl'tht opium locks up the secretions of the liver, is no better

groutnld for tlieory-1. Because opiutm-eaters pass natural
stools. 2. That ani overdose of the drug does niot produce
symptoms resembling acholia. 3. That, in deaths from poi-
soning by opium, no perceptible change is to be met with in
the bile or in the liver indicating that its fiunctions have been
suspended. 4. That wliite stools occur when neither milk nor

opiumil has been talken, and wvhere there is no jaunidice. 5.
That, at the ouitside, the fact can only be taken to prove that
opiumiii initlueinces the cllorogenic function of the liver, as it is
supposed to itluence the glycogenic.

Of the influenlce of caloriuel on the liver in cases of Asiatic
cholern, we forbear to speak, as the facts recorded do not
warrant ius in sa3ing wlhether the mercury cured the cholera,
or the calomiiel began to act because the disease for which it
was given abated.

7. AAWe canrnot deny that calomel has been largely used for
liver-disease. and highly eulogised by physicians in hot climates;
and we readily aillow that "distance lenids enclhantment to the

view," and that there is soe-ine truth in the proverb, "Omne
2gnotuin pro inagnifico".
Nevertheless, we boldly and emplhatically deiny that the tes-

timoniy tlhlis given is reliable. WVe aver that the diagnosis of

liver-disease cu rrelit in the East has beeni, alnd still is, a false

onie; and that the superstructure built upon it has been deadly.
Calomel is the bane of Indian medicinie, not its handmaid.
This statement anny seem bold in one who has no individual

knowledg,e, yet it is fully borne out by many friends wlho have
sulch experience.*

leasons -v;hi may readily be divitned imiduce the writer to withhold

particulars oli this poinit; aiid lie does so the more readily, as he believes
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These being the arguments and statements on which the

current belief is founded, we must now examine those on the

other side, whichpoint to a directly opposite conclusion.

We first tuirn to the symptoms exhibited by those who come

in any way under the intluence of mercury, reasonably expect-

ing to find that there will be phenomena as characteristic of

this metal as colicand wrist.drop are of the action of lead, and

necrosis of the jaw is of phosphorus. Those most exposed to

mercury are looking-glass makers, mercury-miners, and gilders,

and seamen in ships carrying quicksilver; and, in one remark-

able case, the whole crew were affected, from crude mercury
having escaped fromn the bags containing it. In all these, the

characteristic symptoms produced are salivation and mercurial

tremors; and we find no reference whatever to any alteration

in the hepatic functioni. Surely, if mercury had any specific

action on the liver, one case, at least, would show an affection

of that organ.
It mnay be alleged that this argument is valueless, because

mercury introduced into the body in fumes is not the equiva-

lent to mercury wlhen given by the mouth as blue pill and

calomel. A short consideration, however, shows this argument

to be uintenable: first, because there is no distinction between

the effects of mercury when taken in fumes, when rubbed in

throughl the skin, or when absorbed by the bowels; all alike

produce salivation and nervous exhaustion. Second, there is

no essential difference between blue pill andmercurial fumes;

both consist of the metal in a finely divided state.

We next turn to the experience we acquire of the action of

mercury when given in doses to induce salivation. We find

that it causes griping,, purging, low spirits, nervous debility,

impoverishment of blood, and salivation. We find Dr. Porter

and Mr. Pearson describing such symptoms as mania, apo-

plexy, hamorrhage, "erethism", "sudden death", dysenterie

diarrhcaa, palpitation and irregular action of the heart, erythe-

ma, roseola, ecthyma, and many others; but no observer

records anything approaching, to excessive biliary secretion, or

any specific action of the liver. A specific action on the sali-

vary glands being present in nearly every case, surely, if the

drug had a specific action on the liver, its existence couldbe

as readily demonstrated.

From this point we turn to the action of mercury when

given in a poisonous dose. We argue, if a small dose of

calomel irritates the liver, a large one must iriitate it still

more; or, if it does not irritate it, it must surely overwhelm

and destroy it; or if, as routinie urges, we believe that a large

dose "emulges" the liver without iriitating it, we shoould, at

any rate, find a vast amount of bile in the intestines after an

overdose of the drucg lhas been adminiistered.

Refer now to rrTaylor, Ont Poisons, 1st edit., p. 389, wlhere
there is a case of death after the use of two grains and half

of calomel daily for five days. Salivation ensued; the

post mortem revealed gums ulcerated; mucous mnembrane of

tongue, mouth, and fauces, intensely irritated; left kidney en-

larged, right small; but tlle account makes no mnention either

of the liver or of bile.

Turn to Pereira. Five persons are quoted as having experi-

mented on dogs, pigs, and lhorses, without remiarlkable results;

clearly none were reterrible to the liver. Beaumont,

putting twelve grains into the stomaclh of a man, caused

"comnmotion, slight nausea, and the secretion of a wllite frotliy
fluid runnning at the aperture, like fermenting beer from a

bottle". Swallowed in smiiall doses, Pereira says " occasion-

ally excites no obvious effects, though more commlonly
as a purgative"; and that this is pretty close the truth,

infer, becauise few practitioners of the give

calomel as a purgative witlhout joining jalap, following
its use by a senna draught, to "1 carry off" the anid physic

together.

Pereira then quotes Golis, who states that he has many

times seen calomel, given for hydrocephalus croup, pro.

duce enteritis, wlhich rapidly passed into gangrene. Then
follow cases in whicii calomel had produced intense salivation,
mortification, and death; and one in wlhich, drachms

being giveni, "
it was followed by only one copious evacuation,

and that not till after the use of an injection".

In no case is tthere any evidence whatever of excessive biliary
action.

Turning from Pereira's account of calomel to his description

of the effects of other meicurials, thie same broad are

apparent; viz., that the specific action of the mnetal is upon the

that in the course of time the conielusions which he thus hints at, will be deti-iaitely established, provided his correspondents conserve their liealth and
vigour.

[OCT. 20, 1860.BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL.1 ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.
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moutb, salivary glands, fauces, and intestines; and that it has
no such action upon the liver at all.
From the philosophic certainty given by the preceding con-

siderations, we turn to direct experimerit, and find in Dr.
Beale's Archives of Medicine, No. 3, a most important series of
observations made upon a dog, by Dr. Scott. Th'e first opera-
tion was to open the abdomen, and establish a direct commu-
nication between the bile-ducts and the abdominal wall, by
whiclh means all the hepatic secretion was passed into a re-
ceptacle provided for the purpose; and the greatest care was
taken to guard against all possible sources of fallacy. The
amount of calomel administered in the four experiments was
three, six, ten, and twelve grains respectively. The following
was the result. The daily average for two days prior to the
first dose of calomel was 1960 grains of fluid bile; the daily
average for two days after the calomel was 1358. The calomel
on this occasion did not purge, but it reduced the biliary secre-
tion one-third.
Whien six grains were given, the dog was purged twice

within four hiours. Prior to the dose, the daily average of fluid
bile was 1639 grains ; after the dose, the amouint was 518
grains. The calomel had redutced the biliary secretion nearly
tvo thir-ds. After ascertaining that the reduction in quantity
was not due to otlher causes, a third experiment was tried.

Before g,iving the third dose of calomel, the daily average of
bile was 304 grains. Ten grains of the drug were used; it
was uncertain wlhether it purged the dog, but it reduced the
fluid bile to 2720 grains.
On the fourth occasion, twelve grains of calomel were given,

and the dog was purged copiously. Prior to the drug beingl
taken, 2658 was the daily average; after it, the secretion only
reached 1724. The bile was diminished one-third.
The results then were, that in every case the hepatic secretion

was dinzinished by calonzel, and the diminution was most con-
spicIouts when the druig acted as a purgative. Taking together
the two experiments where no purging ensued, the diminution
weas one-fifth of the wvhole; taking those where purging was
present, the loss of bile amtounted very nearly to one-half (1297
to 2242)-a conclusion which strict analogy has previously led
us to expect.

Againist these experiments, one objection only can be taken;
viz., that Kolliker had made three observations previously, in
one of which the bile seemed to be increased, while it was
diminished in twvo. Giving the full value to this objection, the
conclusion we must still come to is, that the chances are six to
one that caloinel wvill dinminish the hepatic secretion, and that it
weill diminish it proportionally to its purgative action.
With this nmass of evidence before us, it is impossible for us

to subscribe to the popular belief that calomel increases the
secretion of the liver; and, as the action of this drug does not
essentially differ from that of other mercurials, we conclude
they operate much in the same way. Truth, in this instance,
appears to lie in a directly opposite quarter to that in which it
is generally supposed to do.
But it will naturally be asked, " Now that you have deposed

mercury from the province where it held sway so long, what
other provinice will you assign to it ? Whlat does mercury do
Any one can answer the question for himself by taking the
drug systematically. We may sumn up thie experiences thus.
Taking calomel and blue pill as the type for other preparation,
mercury depresses the niervous system, producing sickliness,
faintness, and a tendency to tears; it irritates the stomach and
bowels, producing anorexia, flatulence, griping, and purging
with thin, watery, and diluted stools, instead of rich and solid
ones; it diminishes the red particles of the blood, and reduces
greatly all muscular power; it promotes suppuration, coin-
monly gives rise to inflamnation of the salivary glands, and
ulceration or gangrene in the mouth.

Such is the dark side of the picture; yet there is a bright
side too. I am not arguing against the use of the metal, but
against its abuse. That mercury is a powerful weapon in the
physician's armoury, I readily allow; but it is the Congreve
rocket of medticine. When properly aimed and true in flight,
nothing is equal to it; yet it is sometimes so erratic in its
course, and its effects are so different to those it was intended
to produce, that it is gradually losing the confidence of those
who cultivate philosophic precision.
We may often assist our conclusions respecting one thing by

putting it in apposition with another. Calomel, it is said,
specially irritates the liver. Do we know any other drug likely
to do so? Arsenious acid) so far as we know, irritates every
organ it comes in contact with. Taylor tells us that, when
given in large doses, a much greater amount is found in the

liver than in any other part of corresponding bulk; yet no one
has ever attributed to this material an effect on the hepatic
secretion similar to that which they attribute to merculry. The
corollaries to be drawn from this are too obvious to require
enunciation.

SCROFULOUS DISEASES OF THE EXTERNAL
LYMPHATIC GLANDS:

THEIR NATURE) VARIETY, AND TREATMIENT.
By P. C. PRICE, Esq., Surgeon to the Great Northern i[ospital;

the MIetropolitan Infirmary for Scrofulous Chiildien
at Margate; etc.

0
III.-TuIBERCuLOUS DISEASE OF THE EXTER.NAL LYIMPHATIC

GLANDS.
[Continued from page :-9;.j

Pathological Chantges. Tubercle may occur in the lymphiatic
glands under two distinct forms,either as semitransparent, grey,
crude graraulatiorns, or as more or less yellowvish laridIceocaseous
material, similar to that wlhich so constantly involves tlle lungs.
Altlhough grey, semitransparent, crude tuberele is founid atfect-
ing the structure of lymphatic glands, still it is of very excep-
tional existence. Louis states that, in all his examinations of
tuberculous glands, he never once met with it, thioughi P'oki-
tansky admits that it may coexist with yellow tubercle, whiclh is,
par excellence, tlle form which invades these special organs. I
think I lhave never myself recognised grey ttibercle alone,
or even mingled with the yellow, in ar)y of the lymiiphatic
glands I have examined; and, from the observations of those
still more experienced, I am inclined to believe that its presence
is seldom to be determined.
When tubercle invades the structure of lymphatic glands, it

is, as just mentiorned, in that formii idenitical vith tlhe yellow
caseous deposit fornmed in the ltungs of phithisical patieits. In
most structures, this kind of tnibercle presents itself as tubera
or rounded bodies; but, as rIr. Simon lias truly observed,
tubercular deposit in the lymphatic glands does not slhow itself
at first in a spherical or tuberous formii.

It may be seen under various phases, according to tha size
and nature of the glaud-organ it involves, the condition of the
individual in whom it occurs, the length of time it has existed,
and the influences to wllich it lhas been exposed. At an early
period of its existence, nmore or less of the glandular structure
appears to be infiltrated or patched witlh the foreign mnaterial
in the shape of a yellow, or yellowish-grey, cheesy, half-dry
substance, wllich, to a greater or less extent, leads to destruc-
tion of the organ.
Although the word inzfiltration lhas been usedl as descriptive

of the manner in which tubercle involves the glandular struc-
ture, yet at a later period, provided unhealthy actioni con-tinlues,
the morbid material so cotijpletely transformls the natural tisanue
that the term inadequately conveys the process thsat talkes
place. But, beside thie gland-tissue immediately implicated by
the deposit, that in close relation with it oftentirmies assunmes a
more or less altered conditiot. Slight vascular excitement
seems to pervade the still healthy structure, preparatory, as it
were, to admittingc the deposition of the tuberculouis substance.
Thus, on splitting open a gland knoN-n to be ini an advancing
tuberculous state, the proper structure will be found(I iriere or
less implicated in various places. Sometimes the foreign ma-
terial is merely seen scattered abouit in lines or patches; on
other occasions, small patches are extending by a more exten-
sive grouping; while not unfrequently nearly the entire gland
is plugged up by the masses which appear to be undergoingr a
general fusion.

Prior to the deposition of tubercle in a previously lhealthy
gland, some slight enlargement generally ensues; hut it is not
till a later period that the size of the organ is velry perceptibly
increased. Enlargement may depend either on the swelling of
the true glandular tissue, the result of direct irritaitioni, or from
real accession of bulk by reason of the tuberculous formation.
Frequently such enlargement is dependent oni both circum-
stances combined; for otherwise it would be difficult to account
for the extraordinary size to which the lyinphatic ganglia thuis
affected sometimes attain. The true tissue of all inmplicated
glanid is frequently so inivolved, as the disease advances, as to
be entirely displaced by the morbid exudation, and so form
around it nmerely a distinct capsule or zone, which becomes, in
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